Rebecca Havlisch joined Banner Health as their Vice President of Business Health in July of 2014. She is responsible for all aspects of their corporate risk management program, including loss prevention, workers’ compensation, employee health and safety, risk financing and claims management programs. Her role extends beyond the corporate risk and safety programs to security, emergency management, environmental health and safety, and privacy/HIPAA.

Ms. Havlisch, who began her career as a staff nurse in newborn intensive care at the University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinics, has been employed in the field of health care risk management and health law, since 1987, when she obtained her Juris Doctor degree from William Mitchell College of Law in St. Paul, Minn. Throughout her risk management career, she has worked for multi-state integrated delivery systems and has had a great deal of experience consolidating risk management programs in recently merged and/or rapidly growing not-for-profit systems. In recent years, she has focused on bringing concepts of enterprise risk management and health productivity and wellness to health care operations.

Ms. Havlisch is a member of the American Society of Healthcare Risk Management (ASHRM), serving on several of that association’s task forces over the years. She has also a member of the American Health Lawyers Association and RIMS.